Sanitarium Hint File

Locker Contents:
Strange black and white message: Tilt the card until you can read the
message. It must be read top to bottom and then side to side.
Business card: Visit the website listed on the card and learn an interesting
fact about our dead nurse.

Website:
Enter Operation: One of the interviews in the box mentions the name of a
specific covert operation. Find the name of the operation and then use that
to unlock that portion of the site.
Update: Read what you unlocked in the “Enter Operation” section
carefully for a clue on how to unlock this section. The ID badge may help.
Protocols: You will need information gained from the tilt message found in
the locker and the information you find when unlocking the nurse’s car.
Read the note found in the glovebox carefully. You may have seen some of
those words in the list of protocols located in the FBI Update. Use the
order they appear in the note to gain the numeric sequence to unlock.

Matching Suspects with Game
Characters:
This is a multi-step process that will force you to examine information
found in numerous documents. Here are the places to focus on for
information on matching each suspect with the Wastelands of Warael
character that corresponds to them (in no particular order).
1: The King in Yellow Puzzle/Refrigerator Magnet Message on Case Brief
2: Session notes from Frederic Le Grange/Eye Chart
3: Rorschach evaluation (one patient’s Rorschach evaluation matches
closely with one of the character cards)
4: Additional Patient Notes (one patient’s interests match up particularly
well with one of the character cards as described by The Countess)
5: Overall Rating Card from Wastelands of Warael game (calculating the
overall rating for each character will help you match one suspect up to the
corresponding character and will also help eliminate one suspect)
6: Suspect interviews
7: Queensacre Interview
8: Map/Dry Erase Board

The King in Yellow
1: Write the letters down in numeric order (use the numbers beneath each).
2: You will end up with a word that is significant.

Strange Black and White Letter
(gray background)
1: Find a mirror and hold the backwards message up to it. Read an
important fact about one of the characters.

Session Notes with Le Grange
1: Use this in conjunction with the Eye Chart.
2: Use the word in bold at the end of each line to correspond to a specific
line on the eye chart.
3: Move up or down on the eye chart according to the numeric order to get
the correct sequence of letters.

Map
1: Notice the orientation of countries.
2: Match them up with the names on the dry erase board.
3: Use information from one of the interviews to match a specific suspect
up with a specific character.

